Disrupt Deceive Deter Destroy: Panquake Under Attack
NOTE: This document contains a source that is debunked in an article called “Disrupt Deceive Deter
Destroy: Panquake Under Attack”. The attached pages contain targeted attacks and smears against
Suzie Dawson and the Panquake project. Please read the excerpt below before continuing to the
outlandish smear piece by Pamela Drew, which starts on Page 2 of this document.
This cover page is necessary because trolls are so lazy and incompetent that they link directly to
Pamela Drew’s debunked writings on Suzie Dawson’s website and present them as evidence.
Excerpt from Suzie Dawson’s response to Pamela Drew’s smears:
“I have been sent a .pdf [attached] of what purports to be a research article about me that has been sent
to my project Panquake’s endorsers, donors, supporters and friends. It is packed full of audacious lies
about me. I say audacious, because the most rudimentary research of my publicly available work
shows up every single claim to be false. I’m not kidding. Every single claim is false. This means the
smear merchants are relying on people’s laziness or people being sufficiently off-put by the negative
energy of the document to not investigate further for themselves or to simply distance themselves from
me to avoid a time-sink as it is less hassle than probing further.
The primary smear is that I was never targeted in New Zealand and am merely masquerading as a
journalist or activist. Ironically, the fact that I’m being so voraciously smeared is in and of itself
evidence that I am being targeted.” - Suzie Dawson
Read more at https://contraspin.co.nz/deny-degrade-distract-disrupt-deceive-deter-destroypanquake-under-attack/

Suzi Dawson’s PanQuake Changes Everything
Investigation by Pamela Drew
Pamela Drew has decades of experience with politics and toxic policy.
She Interned for Hon. Otis Pike, Chair House Intelligence, was Beltway
Bandit winning computer network contracts in Reagan years. Her blog
at Newsvine and documentary film Roundup Ready Nation about gmo
food earned her a spot on Wall Street Journal's 2007 list of Internet
influencers. From 2011 to 2018 she produced the Walkey nominated,
Loraxlive Anonymous radio show and served as Vice President for
FreeAnons supporting prosecuted and jailed hacktivists and
whistleblowers. Her passion for direct action is reflected in 15,000+
Flickr pictures from Day One Occupy NYC through BLM 2020 protests
with many in between.

https://www.flickr.com/photos/pameladrew/albums/page2

https://www.anonymous-france.info/christine-assange-trip-to-ecuador-julian-as-embassy-refugee.html

An ounce of facade is worth a pound of substance.
~Old Washington Adage ~

Suzi Dawson’s PanQuake Raises the Stakes
Several weeks ago Suzi launched a fund raising campaign for a
Blockchain social media concept. She claims to have dreamed
this up four months earlier and has pitched it as Julian’s Dream.
PanQuake features an impressive list of Assange supporters
whose names are leveraged to promote the funding campaign.
The original goal of $65,000 was quickly met and has been
raised to $167,000 target using this endorsement strategy.

By promoting the campaign using individuals who endorse the
concept of a secure, user driven social media platform Dawson
has invested the reputations of these individuals in PanQuake.

The PanQuake idea is not new and follows a legacy of fraud and

disinformation the Person of Interest, persecuted journalist
legacy is built on. Every successful Ponzi scheme relies on
misplaced trust and unchecked facts. This tries to correct that.
Alternatives to Twitter and Facebook are desperately needed and
Blockchain technology is the way to build it. Approximately two
years, 47,000 hours of coding and one million dollars has
already been invested to make it a functioning reality at social
media start-up SoMee. Unlike PanQuake joining SoMee is free.
https://somee.social/profile/pamela-drew/timeline

Very hard to believe Suzi is unaware of this since so much
PanQuake launch material looks to be lifted from SoMee
Youtube tutorials. Suzi also knows founding members, one did a
long form interview with her at We Are Change that is featured
on Dawson’s list of media coverage for her asylum bid.
Please note the April 2019 date for SoMee’s Youtube tutorial.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=72NRDZI7bWk

Funding PanQuake with a two year, million dollar development
timeline surely isn’t Julian’s Dream. He is fighting for his life
with nearly two years in Belmarsh and legal funding challenges.

Many weeks have been invested to research Dawson’s body of
work, to check reference links, watch Youtube videos and all the
evidence she offers to support her claim that involvement with
Occupy Auckland and blog posts were investigative journalism
that made her an intel target under aggressive attacks since 2011.
There’s nothing but Suzi’s own tweets in evidence and links go
to stories like Kim Dotcom’s swans being killed. Watch a few
minutes from the one hour mark to capture the essence but key
quotes transcribed with timestamps are at the end of this report.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1KaxGN9WgRU
https://occupysavvy.wordpress.com/tag/suzie-dawson/

According to Suzi Dawson her introduction to activism and

journalism was with the Occupy Wall Street movement.
Hundreds of times she has repeated the claim that her targeting
began as a member of the Occupy Auckland Media Team.
According to Occupy Auckland Suzi wasn’t on the media team.

The document below is from an Occupy Auckland founder.

One person who was part of the Occupy Auckland Media and
Communications was lifelong activist Penny Bright who did
become a target but it was Suzi Dawson launching the attacks.
Penny Bright is a lifelong Auckland activist with over 33 protest
arrests under her belt. She was one of the original organizers for
Occupy Auckland and candidate for Auckland Mayor.

Suzi did write about the FBI on the wake of Kim Dotcom raid
but most of her reporting is about her role in Occupy media.

By 2013 Suzi focused on Penny Bright and the targeting
accusations look a lot like a template for Person of Interest
Dawson claims to be a victim of far more than Penny Bright and
the Occupy Auckland crew. Suzi has a vast collection of events
targeting her including many assassination attempts.
https://web.archive.org/web/20191216041100/https://protectsuzie.com/tl2a.pdf

Who were the primary targets of the Obama Admin during the
time period of 2011 to 2015 when Suzi was driven to exile?

The Obama Admin didn’t deploy the assault tactics Suzi
supposedly endured against Violet Blue, despite Violet cited as
the best journalistic source by OpLastResort hackers. This Op
retaliated for Aaron Swartz death and had charges against Laurie
Love and Adam Bennett aka Lorax for alleged involvement.
Nothing happened to Chris Hedges for his NDAA lawsuit or
Alexa O’Brien who was a named plaintiff for Stratfor GIfiles
with Alexa’s pre-Occupy work forming USDOR and a plot to
invent a connection to Al Qaeda to use terrorism laws against
her. Despite all that Alexa was able to cover the Manning Trial

unmolested. Kevin Gozstola and Clark Stoeckley, owner of the
iconic WikiLeaks truck and courtroom artist, were similarly able
to cover the Manning Trial at Ft. Meade with little more than
horrible WiFi and administrative obstacles.
Who was Suzi Dawson involved with and what was she
reporting that singled her out for targeting that rivals or
surpasses that of everyone but detainees at GITMO?
According to her own account Suzi Dawson first contacted
Birgitta on Twitter in 2012 and asked her to be one of the five
women who supplied answers to the same series of questions.

As interesting as what Suzi Dawson reports is what she omits.
There’s no coverage of NDAA lawsuit or primary challengers to

Obama Admin even when Suzi’s “women warriors” were there.
Under no circumstances does this qualify as cause for targeting
in 2011 during the eight weeks Occupy Auckland existed.

By connection to known targets Dawson means communicated
with or wrote about them. The inflated value of her contacts
rivals Enron’s balance sheet. For 2012 she has Kim Dotcom
whose FBI raid made headlines around the globe and journalists
of every stripe did extensive reporting. What sets her apart?
Suzi frequently claims to have “invented hashtags” including
#MoT for Kim Dotcom’s 2014 Moment of Truth event where
Glenn Greenwald joined him in Auckland with Julian Assange
by video to talk about the implication of Ed Snowden leak.

Did four videos with 143 views put a target on Suzi’s back?
In fairness 9 min of video from the closing of #MoT event is not
Dawson’s only source of association. She also has a 1min 2sec
video where she asks Dotcom a question at the open invitation
#SwimWithKim event launching Internet Party. She has a series
of pics with attendees milling around the mansion grounds too.

Photo credit Suzette Dawson
The next pair of names are Nicky Hagar author of Dirty Politics
about New Zealand political scandals and Martyn Bradbury who
is named in the book. Dawson does have a dozen blogs about
the book and scandals it exposes. They still live in New Zealand.
Any affiliation with Snowden can be viewed in the context of
Dawson’s claim his attorney Jesselyn Radack is also a supporter.
Citing “big names” as backers of her work is an ongoing theme.

All the Timelines are from Person of Interest video she portrays
as a “documentary” with evidence that made her a target of
global intelligence and forced her to flee NZ in January of 2015.
https://web.archive.org/web/20191216041059/https://protectsuzie.com/tl3a.pdf

Including her own funding campaigns DecipherYou and #1vs5i
that were launched years after leaving NZ is insulting at best. As
always the use of high profile figures is designed to leverage
their audience reach and add credibility to fund Suzi’s lifestyle.

Is characterizing her funding campaigns as lifestyle choices fair?

Let’s look at the two years between fleeing New Zealand with
her two young children and request for asylum in Moscow.

Before documenting her exotic luxury vacations let’s check the
international media sharing her work. Hashtags are a separate
category in her Person of Interest that are addressed later.
Both of the RT credits were for Anonymous 2014 Million Mask
March in Auckland included with footage and pictures globally.
David Seaman’s link to Suzi’s solitary Trapwire piece is more
interesting. Documents included in WikiLeaks GIfiles, leaked by
Jeremy Hammond, were analyzed in anonops IRC where many
researchers and journalists collaborated. Seaman was among
those who were involved. The Trapwire - Cubic - Abraxas series
inspired Anonymous street actions and produced volumes of
pastebins detailing individuals in these corps and MIC alliances.
Suzi’s “analysis” used pastebins made by antisec to challenge a
predictable whitewash of private spies by New York Times. She
makes no mention of Anonymous as the source of analysis and
did no reporting of additional findings or #OpTrapwire actions.

B
Links to research Seaman helped create is not an IBTimes credit.

Real fearless journalists like Violet Blue were in IRC doing the
research work and reporting the ongoing findings in depth.

Back to Dawson’s globe trotting starting with her Hong Kong
trip in April 2015 just over 90 days after fleeing to Berlin. The
unimaginable luxury she writes of hardly captures the typical
experience of political refugees fleeing for their lives.

Dawson doesn’t say how long she was in Hong Kong but does
note that she spent six weeks in a luxury apartment in
Malaysia.

We also know about trips to Kazakhstan and Belarus.

Suzi must have remembered her targeting narrative because she
tweeted about tracking devices sewn into her clothes. They’re in
half the NYC clothing stores where garments are too expensive
to use the ugly, large punch pin alarm tags discount stores use.

Anyone who has ever relocated or vacationed with young
children needs to marvel at the ease with which this FiveEyes
target manages to do such extensive traveling. Kids are high
maintenance with groceries and laundry, doctors, dentists and

school. They need activities and play dates, homework help and
bedtime stories which leaves any single parent scant free time.
This lends credence to the claim from members of Berlin Hacker
Space, that Dawson has a full time nanny who tends to her kids.

During a vacation break Suzi scheduled herself for CCC
workshop that’s the basis for Person of Interest video.

“I must admit I hadn’t anticipated people would feel sheer terror
when having experiences of our media team (and countless
other PoI’s) recounted to them in a matter-of-fact fashion”
https://suzi3d.com/
Listening to emotionless Suzi drone on about assassination
attempts is terrifying in the same way hearing a serial killer
recount murders with no trace of feeling might be. If her goal is
to dissuade folks from activism Person of Interest does the job.
Screenshots below are just three minutes of purported ordeal.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1KaxGN9WgRU

Despite the fact Occupy Auckland doesn’t list her on the Media
Team and Suzi devoted much effort in 2013 to accusing Penny
Bright of an assortment of harassment, Dawson adds to her
victimization with claims notorious snitch Sabu, the LulzSec
hacker who entrapped Jeremy Hammond, was then used by the
FBI to seduce Suzi to get a heads up about her writing. She
misses the irony that NSA capture every keystroke and she cites
writing about the Surveillance State made her a prime target.
Suzi reports her activism began in November 2011. After 14
months she spent 12 hours a day online playing World of
Warcraft. She is the only single mom that’s ever crossed my path

who has that kind of free time much less for online gaming.

Suzi published this piece the same day Sabu was a featured
speaker at the Suits and Spooks conference in New York City.
She frequently cites this in her other writing as evidence she was
an FBI target. The story has more holes than Swiss cheese but it
merits attention because it is by far Dawson’s most popular.

It’s believable Suzi spent 12 hours a day masturbating online
with someone who looks like Sabu. It’s a preposterous notion
that a hacker used to infiltrate Anonymous was tasked to spend
12 hours a day online with Suzi Dawson of Occupy Auckland to
learn about her reporting. Hackers will hack to get information.
Suzi touts her support of WikiLeaks from 2010. How did global
headlines about Sabu miss her attention in June 2012? LulzSec’s
hacking spree and Hammond’s arrest were epic in the history of
WikiLeaks. It’s where Suzi’s “Trapwire scoop” came from.
It’s not hard to find examples of fraud and fabrications in Suzi’s
reporting. The examples are endless and there are several

sources online who have delved into details far more deeply.
What’s of greater concern is the pattern of deception and
destruction that follows her and real questions about what her
real objectives are. Look at the tweet below she posted two days
before the pictures of Sabu made global headlines.
Jackyl was the original owner of @YourAnonNews Twitter
account which he still controlled in 2012. His girlfriend Emmy
@eismc2 and best friend @kallisti were constant fixtures in
anonops IRC as were @ghostpickles and @der_bluthund.
Tweeting that group list in a reply to Jackyl with <3 says Suzi
was plugged into what was happening inside Anonymous IRC.

Any mention of anonymous is a glaring omission in Suzi’s body
of work and the question becomes why does she pretend not to
know anything about the hactivist community?
Suzi never supported FreeAnons, not the events or fund raisers
or anyone of the two dozen arrested and faced with hacking
charges. It wasn’t until Lauri Love became a quasi-celebrity, as

an official spokesman for Julian Assange, that Suzi showed any
interest at all in the ordeal Laurie faced.

How did the worst interviewer in the world with zero hosting
experience leap from obscurity to host the vigils the minute
Julian’s internet connection was cut leaving him voiceless?
Dawson only had 3,026 Twitter followers despite all her
boasting of high profile supporters sharing her work. Yet she
ushered in the most high profile, divisive and destructive chapter
in the decade long WikiLeaks support movement.
Suzi introduced #JA4Me and #Unity4J hashtags that caused
massive confusion and undermined longstanding #FreeJulian
#FreeAssange and #FreeJulianAssange traffic volumes.
More divisions were created by her efforts to reclassify Julian as
a whistleblower and muddle his clear role as a publisher. Her
penchant for sh*t stirring created rifts and resentment as they did
with Pursuance Project and collapse of the Internet Party.

Suzi never organized an event in her life so what forces are
behind her building her status and a roster contacts?
Suzi has used her expanded status to promote herself as an
authority on WikiLeaks and arbiter of truth. One glance at the
swill she’s churning out should give everyone who knows better
serious cause for concern.
Take her three part series called freeing Julian Assange that has
little to do with Julian’s freedom and distorts WikiLeaks history.
https://web.archive.org/web/20190608022747/https://contraspin.co.nz/freeing-julian-assange-part-one/

Not once in all her writing does Dawson mention Mike Ratner
who was probably the most powerful advocate for WikiLeaks,
Julian Assange and Chelsea Manning as founder of Center of
Constitutional Rights and tireless campaigner against legal
abuses. Mike Ratner was at the Manning Trial and showed up
for every Jeremy Hammond Press event as well as court dates.
Mike Ratner memoir
https://www.rt.com/shows/on-contact/514073-civil-rights-attorney-memoir/

How did Dawson come to cast Trevor Fitzgibbon and obscure
PR player on the Manning campaign as one of three pillars of
WikiLeaks when Nathan Fuller was the most active driver of
FreeManning campaigns?

What happened to Gavin MacFayden and Sarah Harrison and
the long list of journalists and technologists who collaborate?
Where’s the concern for liberating evidence of CIA criminality?

It’s been five years since Dawson applied for asylum in Russia
and she still does not have it. Why isn’t that a priority instead of
launching yet another campaign that siphons support from the
battle for Julian’s freedom under the guise of a greater good?
What happens to PanQuake supporters when it’s exposed as a
fraud or goes bust because Dawson has moved on, money raised
is gone and PanQuake is one million dollars short of making
anything that functions? Suzi values exposure above all.

************ RELEVANCE NOTICE *************
Everything beyond this point is interesting but redundant
examples of exaggerations and fabrications, body of work and
“Occupy Media” timelines plus random references.
Like the politicians and media presstitutes we all know, you
reach a point where the details change but the story’s the same.
Additional information is included because weeks of research
effort is a terrible thing to waste and maybe individuals in the
future can use some of the material for an accurate portrayal.

Suzi Dawson The W. C. Fields of Activism.

2016 —->>>
September 2016 Moscow ~ Diary of a Person of Interest ~
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1KaxGN9WgRU

key quotes timestamped with my2c

Much of the intro is reading the charts of associations, hashtags etc..
@ 17 "I could go on all day about the targeting but the point is I had to
leave my country... they were trying to harm me so in January 2015 I
relocated to Berlin..
@ 29 shows her own tweets w van outside her house.. surveillance stake
out
@ 31:54 "Trash collectors go through your garbage..."
@ 40:55 "They will harass you at events.. they would know I was going
to cover some really big action.. I would be on the ground doing my job
& they would just come and push me over.."
@ 42:08 "Harassment can be targeted messages based on intimate
knowledge of your life gained through surveillance.. if you popped a
pimple in the bathroom mirror this morning because they have covert
cameras in your bathroom, they'll actually send you messages from
public accounts to let you know… they do it so you are aware you are
being watched.. this is how they put pressure on you.."
@ 44:39 "Gas lighting happened to me a lot in New Zealand" Stories
about a newspapers appearing on her table open to a specific article..
several times..

@ 48:59 "They will steal from you".. she shows her own tweet "This is
my 3rd phone this month"
@ 50:16 "They destroy things precious to you.. they went in my jewelry
box & smashed the face of the watch from my grandmother with a
hammer...
@ 50:53 It's really like living in The Matrix...
@ 51:12 "They will try to entrap you especially if you are an activist at
public events...they will entrap you by coercing you to do illegal acts...
@ 51:58 "Then there's the most horrible of the horrible entrapment
Social Engineering... This happened to me in 2013 I was trapped into
having an online relationship with Hector Monsegur aka Sabu.." ..”he
committed identity fraud to get me into a relationship to pump me for
information about my writing”
https://web.archive.org/web/20210127113558/https://www.endarken.co.nz/
suits-spooks-and-sexual-predators-what-sabu-really-got-up-to-with-the-fbi/

@ 55:16. "What's the end game? To institutionalize you."
@ 56:49. "In the most severe cases when none if the other efforts paid
off & they haven't been able to stop you from what you're doing..
activists have been sanctioned under the Mental Health Act.. forced into
mental hospitals & drugged”
@ 57:48 "The other form is imprisonment you see with Barrett Brown,
Jeremy Hammond & Manning.. They will find a way to put you in
prison.”
@ 58:28. "Big deep sigh because now we come to the most
depressing part of all... assassination attempts... So if you're in
exceptional circumstances where they cannot institutionalize you, where
they have tried every other thing & none of it has worked it is possible
they will just try to kill you or to really hurt you, to injure you. In my
case, on Mother's Day they tried to drive me off a cliff. .."

1:00:44 “medical assassinations.. they give you the wrong drugs or an
overdose..
@ 1:00:55 "I received a really horrible message in 2011..it was a threat
& they said, If you mess with us we will kill you & nobody will know it
was murder"
1:04:05 "There's a lot more to my story than what I've just been
able to tell you in this video. But for now this is a really good start
on what it means to be a Person of Interest, what you face, who does
it to you and how they do it. ....
and if I do get confirmation that I am one of the 88 New Zealanders
who was spied on by the NSA on behalf of NZ government you can be
sure that you'/ll be hearing more from me. (she shows her own tweet)
1:04:21 w note "GSB acknowledges receipt of this request & will
respond within the statutory deadline"..
Credits..
1:05:43 "This film is dedicated to those who shared my work with huge
audiences when the mainstream blacked it out... WikiLeaks. Glenn
Greenwald. Kim Dotcom. RT.com. those who had the guts to publish
my work Mint Press News, Kit O'Connell, those who always had my
back & never doubted me...
The truth will set us free I am here with you.
Copyright Suzie Dawson 2016 All rights reserved
########## end film summary #########

Activism Timelines ~ Most videos under 2 min scant views

https://web.archive.org/web/20191216041059/https://protectsuzie.com/tl3a.pdf

Only two tweets show up for #OilFreeSeas my guess is
Dawson added it because Greenpeace appears in GCSB list
of groups targeted and she’s desperate to prove she’s
somehow connected to the list of 88 NZ targets.

Thanks Occupy Media she was NOT part of with multiple
Twitter accounts and her assorted blogs for cross-posting

Occupy Media Timeline ~ Not part of Occupy Media

Person of Interest “Evidence”

Photo journalism Youtubes
Kim Dotcom #MoT “exclusive” 1min 2 sec 47
views

#TPPANoWay - 7 min total footage 41 views

#NZ4Gaza 5 video 57 views

#MMM Million Mask March - seven 1 min vid 145

views
Anti-drones OIA/FOIA Suzi distorts police reply about using
private contractors w accident rescue unsafe for helicopters.

No results for name Suzette Dawson

FOIA/OIA Muckrock
https://web.archive.org/web/20160613085825/https://fyi.org.nz/request/1902-commercial-interference-in
activists-employment
https://fyi.org.nz/request/1902-commercial-interference-in-activists-employment#outgoing-5219
https://web.archive.org/web/20150125150537/https://www.fyi.org.nz/request/714/response/3651/attach/
html/3/Dawson%20Suzette%2013%207%20unmanned%20aerial%20vehicles%20sent%20reply.pdf.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20150125150537/https://www.fyi.org.nz/request/714/response/3651/attach/
html/3/Dawson%20Suzette%2013%207%20unmanned%20aerial%20vehicles%20sent%20reply.pdf.html

Lie the OIA could not confirm or deny it was wrong Agency
Suzi has glowing credits for Mint Press News “publishing”
her work but it is posted in a blog with attribution
disclaimer.
Daily Blog NZ is another open posting site here she lists PR
for a public event as three different articles. Any opportunity
to connect herself to what she calls “big names” is exploited.

Mainstream Press
Suzi lists Occupied NZ Herald as one of her media creations
is a paper.li tweet aggregator not what NYC OWS
published.

#Trapwire Suzi debunks w no attribution for Anonymous
pastebins it’s noted as “dox” as if it’s like Wikipedia.
Opening the Five Eyes: Exposing The Methods of the Spies a #1vs5i Live Event 3,653 views - Three hours 7min
•Streamed live on Sep 22, 2019
"Courageous Kiwi journalist Suzie Dawson takes us to
school on how Western intelligence agencies are controlling
every aspect of human society."
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oW0KrReDiNI&list=PLPf90W3gtZzv4HFzEZy19vu9dwzAEbm66

Starts late @ 3:35 "Hi my name is Suzi. I'm an activist &
journalist from Auckland New Zealand. For years I've
worked on controversial issues like the corruption of our
intelligence Agencies. For years I was severely targeted as a
result of my work."
**-->> @ 3:45 This led to my articles being amplified by
the world's most accomplished publisher. (picture of Julian)
In 2016 I made a documentary about how & why I was
forced to leave my country.

@ 4:02 I have now sought refuge in Russia & situation has
become public. She plays w Tony Serve @peacepiper 6PR in
Perth..We finally got through to Moscow to my friend Suzie
Dawson..
cuts to prepared segment new voice.."You're listening to a
95BFM podcast. Suzi Dawson is a Kiwi activist & journalist
who worked as a member of Occupy Auckland's Media Team
at that time. Now FIVE years later and involvement with
#GCSB and TPPA opposition, she's seeking asylum in Russia
alleging she has been spied on, harassed & threatened by the
police."
@ 4:48.. "Welcome back to ?TheWire?. Last week it was
announced that Suzie Dawson will be the new leader of the
Internet Party. cut to Jimmy Dore Welcome to the Jimmy
Dore Show we have a special guest with us. It's Suzie
Dawson she's an activist, journalist, former party leader &
current President Internet Party. rough cut to Craig Tuck

